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The learner-centered paradigm of education requires very different roles for technology, as well as for teachers and students, compared with the teacher-centered paradigm. Rather than almost exclusively serving the teacher for teaching, technology primarily serves the student for learning. It does so through four major roles: (1) keeping records of what each student has mastered, what is within reach to work on next, and what characteristics each student has that should influence instruction; (2) helping to create each student’s personal learning plan; (3) providing an immersive, authentic project environment with just-in-time instructional support; and (4) formatively and summatively assessing mastery of each student’s learning goals. Secondary roles and system architecture are also described.

Introduction

Much has been written about new technologies and their potential to improve education, from the computer to the Internet, from tablets to mobile computing, from virtual worlds to intelligent tutoring systems. Yet most of the literature describes these technologies as add-ons to the current paradigm—the teacher-centered factory model of schools—under the rubric of “technology integration.” This greatly limits the power of technology to improve student learning. To reach its potential to improve student learning, we must think in terms of “technology transformation”—how it can be used to transform education (Reigeluth & Joseph, 2002).

In the teacher-centered paradigm of education, technology’s primary role is to serve the teacher. This is done mainly through tools such as PowerPoints and electronic grade books. As such, technology always plays a peripheral role and is more likely to increase the cost of education than to decrease it. In contrast, in the learner-centered paradigm, technology’s primary role is to serve the student. As such, it has the opportunity to play a much more central role, as it does in most workplaces and home offices, and to actually decrease the cost of education, as it has improved productivity in most workplaces.

Key to this changed dynamic for technology is its importance as an enabler of the learner-centered paradigm of education. This paradigm has several essential characteristics:

- Student progress is based on learning, not time.
- This requires knowing when each learner has learned (personalized assessment).
- It requires keeping a record of what each learner has learned (personalized recordkeeping).
- It requires a personal learning plan for what each learner will work on next (personalized planning).
- It requires teaching different things to different students at any given time (personalized instruction).

In essence, attainment-based student progress requires a level of personalization or customization that is difficult, if not impossible, for a teacher to manage. But technology can help tremendously with all four of these tasks: planning, instruction, assessment, and recordkeeping. In fact, without technology, there is good reason to believe that the learner-centered paradigm cannot reach its potential for helping all students to reach their potential.

When we view technology from the perspective of transformation rather than integration, we open our minds to both needs and possibilities that were unseen before. This article explores both the needs and the possibilities, and it presents a vision of the ways technology is likely to be used, and is already being used, in the new paradigm. It describes four primary roles and six secondary roles for technology based on the seminal article by Reigeluth et al. (2008). Note that the present tense is used to describe these roles, but I am not aware of any technology system that currently serves all these roles.

Four Primary Roles

1. Recordkeeping for Student Learning

When student progress is based on learning rather than time, keeping track of what every student has learned is a nightmare for teachers. Technology is ideally suited to save teachers huge amounts of time on keeping
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* I use the term attainments rather than competencies because there are important kinds of learning in addition to competencies, especially in the affective domain, such as attitudes, values, morals, and ethics. Attainments include all kinds of learning and human development.
records of student attainments. The recordkeeping function of technology in the learner-centered paradigm replaces the report card or transcript of the teacher-centered paradigm and has three parts: standards, personal attainments, and personal characteristics.

The **Record of Standards** includes both required educational standards (national, state, and local) and optional educational standards, broken down to individual attainments, which I call "mini-standards," and arranged in learning pathways when mini-standards build on each other, as is done in the Khan Academy (www.khanacademy.org/about). The mini-standards are easily accessed by teachers, students, and parents. The recordkeeping tool presents a list or map of mini-standards that the student should or can master, along with levels and criteria at which they can be learned.

The **Record of Personal Attainments** documents what each student has learned. This tool maps each student's progress on the mini-standards listed in the Record of Standards. It shows when a student met each mini-standard, which mini-standards were required versus optional, and what the next required mini-standards are in each area. This record also provides links to evidence of mastery in the form of summary data, original products (an electronic portfolio), and/or comments from the student, teacher, or outside experts.

The **Record of Personal Characteristics** keeps track of each student's characteristics that influence learning, such as learning style, profile of multiple intelligences, student interests, and major life events. This information is used by the system to customize instruction for each student.

2. **Planning for Student Learning**

In the learner-centered paradigm, developing a personal learning plan, or contract, for all of their students is difficult for teachers. Fortunately, technology is ideally suited to fulfill this role. The planning tool helps each student, parent, and teacher perform these tasks:

a. **Set long-term goals.** Getting students to think about what career they want to pursue allows instruction to address those interests and enhances intrinsic motivation. The tool helps assess student aptitudes for different careers and explore what different careers are like. This tool is used periodically, because student interests typically change quite often.

b. **Set short-term goals.** Decisions need to be made about what to learn next. The planning tool identifies the full range of attainments that are presently within reach for the student, based on the Record of Personal Attainments. It also identifies required standards that should be addressed at this point in the student's development, and it identifies attainments that are instrumental to the student's current long-term goals. The tool helps

the student, teacher, and parents select which attainments to pursue in the next contract period, based on requirements, long-term goals, student interests, and opportunities.

c. **Select projects and roles.** In the learner-centered paradigm, projects are the primary vehicles for students to meet their short-term goals. Therefore, the planning tool searches a project bank and presents a list of projects in rank order based on how many short-term goals (mini-standards) each project addresses and how well aligned each project is with the student's interests. The student, teacher, and parents can then choose from the list or design new projects as means for attaining the short-term goals. If the project requires different students to play different roles, then the tool identifies the role that aligns best with the student's short-term goals. After one project is selected or designed, the list is automatically reordered based on the remaining short-term goals. The tool also helps the student, teacher, and parents decide on the number of projects to undertake during the contract period (which typically ranges from four to 12 weeks, depending on the developmental level of the students and the preferences of the school), using the system's data on the average number of hours per week each project has taken, adjusted by the student's history of time required on projects.

d. **Assemble teams.** Given the importance of collaboration and teaming skills in the Information-Age workplace, family, and other walks of life, most projects are team-based. However, students may occasionally choose to do solo projects, especially if they already have well-developed collaboration skills. When team-based is selected, the planning tool identifies other students who are interested in doing the same project. It also allows the student, teacher, and parents to input criteria for selecting teammates, such as current friends vs. unknown students and degree of diversity on such characteristics as gender, race, ethnicity, age, ability, socio-economic status, and personality. Student, teacher, and parents then adjust the resulting rank-ordering of teammates, and the system makes a best-fit selection from all the students' rank-orderings.

e. **Assign roles.** Next, the planning tool helps the student, teacher, and parents come to consensus about how the teacher, parents, and possibly other individuals might support the student in learning from the project.

f. **Develop contracts.** Finally, the planning tool helps the student, parents, and teacher prepare a contract, or set of project plans, that specifies the short-term goals, teammates and their roles, other
support roles, activities, and a timeline for each project they will undertake in the next contract period.

Students in the learner-centered paradigm must learn to manage their time and meet deadlines, just like people do in the post-school working world. But time available for various projects is flexible based on the number of projects each student takes on, and a student's workload during a given period is thereby tailored to his or her abilities.

3. Instruction for Student Learning

Trying to teach 25 students who are all learning different things at any point in time would be very difficult if teachers had to use teacher-centered instruction. But in learner-centered instruction, student teams work largely independently, with coaching. Furthermore, technology can save much teacher time by introducing projects to students, providing immersive interactive environments for conducting the projects (similar to many computer games), providing just-in-time instructional support (e.g., tutorials) during projects, helping students manage their projects, helping teachers monitor student progress, and even helping teachers and/or students develop new projects and instructional support—all in a learning environment that fosters development of relationships among students and with teachers.

Projects. Technology (computers and mobile devices) can provide a powerful, interactive, project environment, often through simulations, virtual worlds, and engaging, interactive video. The project environment can offer natural consequences for actions taken, much like in computer games, and can allow for unlocking of higher levels as students master tasks on a given level. Being able to select projects relevant to their interests and performing many projects through immersive, engaging, interactive, game-like learning environments do much to enhance students' intrinsic motivation.

Instructional support. Technology provides powerful instructional tools—simulations, tutorials, drill and practice, research tools, and communication tools—to support learning "just in time" during a project and allows each student to spend as much time as needed in learning-by-doing (practicing) to attain each mini-standard (much like the education program at the Khan Academy). Different kinds of instructional support are provided for development of different kinds of attainment (such as higher-order thinking skills, deep understandings, memorization, emotional development) and different kinds of learners (based on their learning styles) (Reigeluth, 2012).

While project work makes learning more fun, the instructional support makes the learning experience more effective and efficient and often reduces frustration.

Digital tools offer many benefits, including these:

- They're more dynamic in sight and sound than static resources and thus accommodate a greater variety of learning modalities.
- They offer powerful interaction for active student learning and immediate feedback.
- Internet access connects students and teachers across geographic and cultural boundaries for a greatly enriched learning environment and eliminates the need to physically be in the same place at the same time.
- Staff development is available on demand—even in rural areas where teachers currently receive little support.
- These tools help teachers monitor and support student progress on projects, and they help students monitor and reflect on their own progress and manage their time.

Yet high-tech resources are not the only technologies used in the learner-centered paradigm. Low-tech, hands-on resources, like number rods and sandpaper letters (used in Montessori schools), are also useful, especially for younger students, and are selected through the planning tool. Learning resources are frequently designed for several students to use together, to promote learning with and from each other and to build strong relationships among students. Teachers help students, through coaching and tutoring, as they use the resources, and they provide direct instructional support as necessary, complementing the high-tech and hands-on resources.

4. Assessment for (and of) Student Learning

Conducting formative and summative assessments of students on every mini-standard could be a nightmare for teachers in a world where students are demonstrating each attainment at different times and in different ways. Technology helps with these tasks. The assessment tool is fully integrated with the instructional tool. In the instructional support—whether in a tutorial, simulation, or drill and practice—the assessment tool provides formative feedback to the student on every performance, as is done in the Khan Academy.

Also, when the criteria for successful performance have been met on, say, the last 10 unaided performances, the summative assessment is complete, and the corresponding attainment is automatically checked off in the student's Record of Personal Attainments. There is no separate test; the practice is the test, which saves a lot of time that would otherwise be wasted on testing. This is full integration of testing with instruction.

When interactive technology cannot assess a student's performance, an expert observer (perhaps using a handheld device with a rubric for assessment) evaluates the performance and provides feedback. The information from the handheld device is automatically uploaded into the computer system, where it is placed in the student's Record of Personal Attainments.
Beyond student assessment, the computer system automatically analyzes the quality (effectiveness, efficiency, and appeal) of the projects, instructional tools, teachers, and schools; and the information is used for both formative and summative purposes. Finally, technology provides tools to help teachers develop assessments and link them to the appropriate mini-standards in the Record of Standards. These computer-generated assessment tools significantly reduce the amount of student and teacher time that's currently devoted to carrying out assessment activities in the teacher-centered paradigm.

Secondary Roles for Technology

In addition to the primary roles for student learning described above, technology serves these and other secondary roles:

- communications, including e-mail, blogs, Websites, discussion boards, wikis, whiteboards, instant messaging, podcasts, and videocasts;
- calendar and personal planner to help with planning one's time, scheduling meetings, and tracking deadlines;
- help system and tutorials to help users learn all the system's capabilities;
- administrative access to information and authority to input information based on role and information type;
- documenting general student data, such as address, parent/guardian information, teacher and cluster identification, student attendance, and medical information; and
- central resource on educator data, including office address, certifications and awards, professional development plan and records as well as a list of students (and their evaluations and earned awards) and repository of teaching tools they developed.

Integration of Tools

The four major and six secondary roles or functions of technology are seamlessly integrated in a single system, which my research team at Indiana University refers to as a Personalized Integrated Educational System (PIES), though such a system has yet to be developed as far as we know. The record-keeping tool informs the planning tool, which identifies instructional tools available to carry out the plans. Assessment processes are integrated into the instructional tools and feed data to the record-keeping tool. The student, parent, and teacher all have easy access to progress reports on each of the student's projects and on the set of standards and individual attainments (mini-standards) currently being pursued in the student's contract.

Architecture of Tools

PIES will hopefully be Web-based, open-source software, similar to Moodle, making it more affordable. Ideally, it will be possible for districts, schools, and individuals to customize and modify the program for their own needs, and it will be modular so that anyone can create Web apps (similar to iPhone apps for free and fee), including teachers and even students; to support specific needs. Those apps will all be interoperable, so they can share information with each other. Users can customize the look and function of their personal pages (portals into the system), controlling the flow of information into their pages with RSS feeds and e-mail, and easily incorporating such features as blogs, discussion boards, and chats.

Conclusion

It should be clear that technology plays a vital role in the success of the learner-centered paradigm of education. It enables a quantum improvement in student learning and likely at a lower cost per student per year than the teacher-centered paradigm. Without a technology tool like PIES, it will be difficult for teachers and their schools to achieve the kind of improvement in student learning that we so desperately need.

For a system like PIES to be developed, two things are particularly important. First, it is essential to think in terms of the functions required by the learner-centered paradigm of education. Tools developed with the teacher-centered paradigm in mind are unlikely to be helpful. Second, an initial investment is needed to create an open-source, interoperable system into which apps (for fee or free) can be plugged to create an inexpensive, constantly evolving set of tools for students, teachers, and parents in the learner-centered paradigm. Since private companies are unlikely to invest in a free, open-source product, private foundations or government agencies will need to make this initial investment.

The learner-centered paradigm can only reach its potential with a powerful technology system like PIES. Similarly, technology can only reach its potential in the learner-centered paradigm of education. And both can only succeed if educators self-organize into networks that actively promote the development of both.
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